
   

NEOTECTONIC ACTIVITY OF ESKİŞEHİR FAULT ZONE IN VICINITY OF İNÖNÜ – 
DODURGA AREA 

Fatma TOKAY* and Erhan ALTUNEL** 

ABSTRACT.-The Eskişehir fault zone which forms the north-northeastern boundary of the Western Anatolian 
extensional region is situated between the İnegöl fault in the west and the Tuz Gölü fault in the east. Many 
earthquakes with magnitudes ≥4 have occurred on the Eskişehir fault zone. Of these, the 20 February 1956 
Eskişehir (Çukurhisar) earthquake (M=6.4) is the largest event recorded on this fault zone. On the other hand, 
no remarkable earthquake activity has been recorded in historical and instrumental period on the İnönü – 
Dodurga segment which is known to be active according to its morphological features and GPS measurements. 
The İnönü – Dodurga segment is an oblique fault with right-lateral strike-slip component and extends in WNW-
ESE and E-W directions along a sharp morphologic lineation. The İnönü – Dodurga fault causes the termination 
of the NW-SE striking right-lateral strike-slip faults situated to the south of the fault at the boundary of the İnönü 
basin. Resistivity data show the presence of faults bounding the basin in the north and in the south as well as 
buried faults. Hanging valleys are situated along the southern margin of the İnönü – Dodurga segment. The 
earthquake records on the Eskişehir fault zone, geophysical data and the presence of the hanging valleys 
indicate that the İnönü – Dodurga segment is active and plays an important role in the evolution of the recent 
morphology. 

Key words: Neotectonics, Eskişehir fault zone, İnönü-Dodurga segment, active fault. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Eskişehir fault zone with a general trend 
of WNW-ESE extends in between İnegöl in the 
west and Tuz Gölü in the east and comprised of 
successive fault segments (Koçyiğit, 2000; Boz-
kurt, 2001) (Figure 1). This zone, which is defi-
ned as Eskişehir fault (McKenzie, 1978; Okay, 
1984; Şengör et al., 1985; Barka et al., 1995) 
has been re-defined as Eskişehir – Bursa fault 
zone (Şaroğlu et al., 1987) extending in between 
Uludağ in the west and Kaymaz in the east. The  
authors have divided the zone into  sub-sections 
such as İnegöl area, İnönü–Dodurga fault zone, 
Eskişehir fault zone and Kaymaz fault. These 
sub-sections which are also shown on the Active 
Fault  Map  of Turkey (Şaroğlu et al., 1992) have  
 
 
 

been grouped under the name of Eskişehir fault 
zone by Altunel and Barka (1998). Some rese-
archers extend and join the fault with the Thrace 
fault zone which is situated to the northwest 
Turkey and name it as Thrace-Eskişehir fault zo-
ne (Yaltırak et al., 1998; Sakınç et al., 1999; Ak- 
su et al., 2002). Dirik and Erol (2003) state that 
the Ilıca, Yeniceoba and Cihan-beyli fault  zones  
controlling the western margin of the Tuzgölü 
basin join with the Eskişehir fault and the 
authors include them in the Eskişehir–
Sultanhanı fault system. The Eskişehir fault 
zone which is also known  as  the İnönü–Eskişe-
hir fault zone is reported to extend in between 
İnegöl and Tuz Gölü (Koçyiğit, 2000; Bozkurt, 
2001). 
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Eskişehir fault zone extends parallel to the 
İzmir-Ankara-Erzincan suture zone which plays 
on an important role in the formation of the 
tectonic frame of Turkey (Okay, 1984) and has 
developed on the Anatolide-Tauride platform 
situated in this zone. Koçyiğit and Kaymakçı 
(1995) state that WNW-ESE trending İnönü and 
İnegöl basins that opened along the İzmir-
Ankara-Erzincan suture zone continuously 
overlies the rocks on the northern margin of the 
Anatolide-Tauride platform and are the relicts of 
the contractional regime of the İzmir-Ankara-
Erzincan suture zone. The authors also state 
that the basins have been overlain by the latest 
extensional regime. Kaymakçı (1991), during his 
study in İnegöl area proposes that the southern 
boundary of the İnegöl basin is bounded by 
normal faults with oblique displacements and 
the extensional direction of the basin is NE-SW. 

The Eskişehir fault zone defines the boun-
dary between the strike-slip North Anatolian 
Fault (NAF) zone and Western Anatolian exten-
sional region which is represented dominantly 
by normal faults (Barka et al., 1995; Altunel and 
Barka, 1998) (Figure 1). The Eskişehir fault 
zone is defined as a right-lateral strike-slip fault 
with normal component (Şengör et al., 1985; 
Şaroğlu et al., 1992; Barka et al., 1995; Altunel 
and Barka, 1998).  

Koçyiğit (2003) differentiates two sub- 
neotectonic regions in Central Anatolia. These 
are: (1) Konya-Eskişehir neotectonic region, and 
(2) Kayseri-Sivas neotectonic region.  The first 
region is characterized by tensional neotectonic 
regime and normal faults with oblique compo-
nents. The second region, on the other hand, is 
characterized by a contractional-extensional 
neotectonic regime and dominant strike-slip 
faults. One of the structures formed as a result 
of tensional neotectonic regime that controls the 
western part of the Central Anatoliais İnönü-
Eskişehir fault zone. The initiation age of the 
neotectonic structures characterizing Central 
Anatolia is assessed as post-early Pliocene. It is 
indicated that, depending on the data resulting 
from  the  field  work,  Central Anatolia has been 
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Figure 1- Simplified map showing the main structural 
elements of the Isparta Angle and its vicinity 
(after Koçyiğit, 2000 and Bozkurt, 2001). The 
rectangle shows the study area. Thick lines 
with half arrows show the strike-slip faults 
and the sense of movement. Thick lines with 
ticks denote the normal faults, the ticks are 
on downthrown side. AG-Acıgöl Graben, 
BG-Burdur Graben, ÇG-Çivril Graben, DG-
Dinar Graben, KG-Kütahya Graben, SG-
Simav Graben, AAG-Akşehir-Afyon Graben, 
BşG-Beyşehir Graben, DoG-Dombayova 
Graben, KdG-Kovada Graben, SkG-Sandıklı 
Graben. 
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deforming at a rate of 2 mm/yr since Middle 
Pliocene. Eskişehir fault zone, in this study, is 
defined as a 430 km-long, 15-25 km-wide 
normal fault with significant right-lateral strike-
slip component having oblique displacement. It 
extends between west of İnegöl in the northwest 
and Sultanhan in the southeast; its western half 
strikes WNW-, whereas its eastern half strikes 
NW. 

GPS data indicates that Western-Central 
Anatolia is characterized by counterclockwise 
rotation and westward displa-cement. The 
internal deformation of the inner sections of the 
Anatolian block is less than 2 mm/yr (Reilinger 
et al., 1997). The Anatolian block, situated in 
between two major transform structure, the 
North Anatolian and East Anatolian Faults 
moves westward at a rate of 25 mm/yr (Straub, 
1996; Straub et al., 1997; Reilinger et al., 1997; 
Kahle et al., 1998; McClusky et al., 2000) and 
the lower section of the Anatolian block moves 
southwestward at a rate of 30 mm/yr (Barka et 
al., 1995). These data show that (1) the Western 
Anatolia is divided from Central Anatolia by 
Fethiye-Burdur and Eskişehir fault zones and 
moves southwestward, and (2) the rate of 
westward movement of the Western Anatolia 
increases from north to south (Barka et al., 
1995). 

Eskişehir fault zone is one of the important 
neotectonic structures of our country. The 
purpose of this study is to reveal the neotectonic 
features of the Eskişehir fault zone between 
İnönü and Dodurga. In order to do this, the 
aerial photographs of the study area were 
studied, detailed geological and geomorpholo-
gical investigation along the fault zone were 
completed, earthquake records of historical and 
instrumental period were studied and the 
seismic sections taken in the study area were 
investigated and the characteristic features of 
the fault zone were revealed (Tokay, 2001). 

STRATIGRAPHY OF THE STUDY AREA 

As part of the requirements of the purpose of 
this research, the characteristics and distribu-
tions of the units in vicinity of the Eskişehir fault 
zone will briefly be presented without going into 
details. 

The basement rocks in the area İnönü 
marbles (Servais, 1982) and İnönü blueschists 
(Gözler et al., 1997) belonging to the Tavşanlı 
Zone (Okay, 1984). Arifler mélange (Küçükay-
man et al., 1987) and peridotites (Okay, 1984; 
Gözler et al., 1997) tectonically overlies the 
basement (Figure 2). To the northeast of the 
study area, various metamorphic rocks of 
Sakarya Continent crop out as small windows. 
The continental Middle-Late Miocene sequence 
that overlie these rocks with angular unconfor-
mity are made up of Porsuk formation (conglo-
merate, sandstone, claystone, marl, and lacus-
trine limestones, Gözler et al., 1997) intercala-
ted with Karaköy volcanics (from bottom to top, 
andesitic, basaltic lava and pyroclastics, Baş et 
al., 1983). Older and recent alluviums of 
Quaternary cover the older units unconformably 
(Figure 2). 

Tavşanlı zone 

The Tavşanlı zone, which forms the 
northern-most end of the Anatolide-Tauride 
platform and is situated to the south of the İzmir-
Erzincan suture zone is represented by İnönü 
marble at the bottom. This unit in the upper 
levels transits into İnönü blueschists which has 
undergone low pressure/low temperature 
metamorphism (Okay, 1984). It is proposed that 
the depositional age of the rocks of Tavşanlı 
Zone covers probably most part of the Paleozoic 
and Mesozoic, and metamorphism took place in 
Turonian-Lower Cenomanian (Okay, 1984). 

İnönü marble (Figure 2) which crop out to the 
south of İnönü plain, near Kovalca village and in 
vicinity of Dodurga, is medium to thick bedded, 
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white, dirty white, yellowish and light gray 
colored and is interbedded with schists. Its base 
in the study area is not observed and its visible 
thickness is about 200-250 m. İnönü marble is 
conformably overlain by İnönü blueschists with a 
sharp contact. This unit crops out to the south of 
İnönü, between Esnemez and Yürükyayla and to 
the south of Dodurga (Figure 2). We can 
uncertainly estimate the thickness of the İnönü 
blueschists, which are tectonically overlain by 
ophiolitic rocks, as varying between 700-1000 
m. The blueschists are assumed to be of Lower 
Cretaceous age (Okay, 1984) and in vicinity of 
Mihalıççık they are dated as 65 and 82 million 
years by K/Ar method (Çoğulu and 
Krummenacher, 1967).  

Ophiolites 

The ophiolites in and around the study area 
are comprised of mélange and peridotites 
(Gözler et al., 1997). Dark green, brown and 
reddish colored mélange is made up of as an 
tectonic assemblage of radiolarite, mudstone, 
limestone, metadetritic, diabase, serpentinite, 
gabbro and metamorphic rocks most probably 
originated from İnönü blueschists. The visible 
thickness of ophiolites in the study area reachs 
up to 100 to 150 m, locally. 

A 90% of peridotites observed as huge 
masses are made up of harzburgites and 
dunites (Okay, 1984; Gözler et al., 1997). 
Peridotites in the study area are widespread 
around south of İnönü, Esnemez, Darıdere and 
Çokçapınar villages. Listwaenites which are 
observed mostly in tectonic zones and at the 
upper levels of peridotites are yellowish brown 
and dirty yellow colored; they are readily 
distinguishable from a distance by their color 
and sharp morphologies. 

The age of the unit is end of Maastrichtian-
beginning of Eocene (Küçükayman et al., 1987). 

Porsuk formation  

Fluvial and lacustrine deposits comprised of 
conglomerate, sandstone, claystone, marl and 
lacustrine limestones were differentiated as 
Porsuk formation (Gözler et al., 1997).  

Conglomerates and sandstones are quite 
widespread in the study area; they mostly crop 
out east of Çaydere, Kapanalan, Bozalan 
villages and in vicinity of Akpınar village (Figure 
2). The color of the formation, dark red, brown, 
yellow, gray, greenish gray, varies depending on 
the color and type of rock from which the 
material was taken. There are sandstone bands 
in conglomerates, they are laterally and 
vertically transitive with each other. Generally, 
above the conglomerates, at the lower levels of 
the limestone, rather thin, green, yellow colored 
marl-claystone interbeds are observed. Thin 
bands of limestones can be observed between 
marl and claystone. Basaltic flows between the 
formation and the overlain conglomerate and 
sandstones can also be observed (Gözler et al., 
1997). The white, gray, yellowish beige colored 
lacustrine limestones have medium thickness 
and they display well bedding. The formation is 
rather well preserved at the hilltops, and 
includes rare chert bands. It is mostly porous 
and locally silicified. 

The approximate thickness of the Porsuk 
formation varies between 100 to 300 m. No 
datable fossils were detected in the formation, 
however, depending on the regional correlation 
it is assumed to be of Middle-Late Miocene age 
(Gözler et al., 1997). 

Karaköy volcanics 

This unit typically crops put to the south and 
southeast of İnönü town, it is represented by 
andesitic lavas and pyroclastics. At the bottom 
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of the unit, generally there is a 1-10 m thick 
conglomerate and sandstone. Its thickness 
varies between 50 to 100 m. Pyroclastics are 
represented by agglomerates with tuffaceous 
interbeds. The gray, dark gray colored agglome-
rates have generally formed by cementing of 
middle size volcanic rock particles in tuffaceous 
matrix. Andesitic-basaltic lavas are gray, dark 
gray colored and display flow structures locally, 
their upper levels are porous. Servais (1982) 
dated the unit as 14.2 my (Middle Miocene) 
using K/Ar method. 

Quaternary 

Quaternary is divided into two as older and 
new alluviums in the study area, it is represen-
ted generally along the streams and in between 
the ridges. The unit includes pebbles and blocks 
of the basement rocks; it does not display 
grading and sorting. 

The older alluviums are made up of blocks, 
pebbles and sands of the pre-Quaternary 
lithologies and of mud and silt. Their color varies 
depending on the material included. Locally the 
unit displays cross-bedding, and it is low conso-
lidated and thick bedded. It unconformably rests 
on the basement rocks and Middle-Upper 
Miocene rocks and is overlain by new alluvium. 
The age of the unit, depending on the vertebrate 
fossils found inside the clayey levels, is Early 
Pliestocene (Willafranchian) (Gözler et al., 
1984). 

The new alluvium is comprised of material 
such as unconsolidated pebbles, sand, silt and 
clay transported by Sarısu stream and by the 
other streams.                                                                                                                                                                      

ESKİŞEHİR FAULT ZONE BETWEEN     
İNÖNÜ AND DODURGA 

The general WNW-ESE trend of the 
Eskişehir fault zone  changes  in  between  E-W 

and WNW-ESE between İnönü – Dodurga. The 
33 km-long section of the fault lying in between 
north of Dodurga and Oklubalı village was 
differentiated as İnönü-Dodurga segment 
(Tokay, 2001; Tokay and Altunel, 2001) (Figure 
3). We made observations and made us of 
geophysical data in order to determine the 
features on the activity of the İnönü – Dodurga 
segment. 

Geological observations 

The İnönü – Dodurga segment extending to 
the south of the İnönü basin lies in E-W direction 
in between north of İnönü and Oklubalı village, 
however, in vicinity of Kandilli and to the west of 
Kandilli its direction changes into WNW-ESE 
(Figure 3). The fault forms the contact between 
the debris flow, alluviums and Mesozoic 
marbles. The debris flow covering the fault plane 
has provided protection of the various structural 
features, by removal of the debris flow for some 
reason, in some sections, the fault plane has 
become visible (Figure 4). The fault plane 
strikes generally N70-80W and dips 70° NE and 
90°. The fault breccia is observed where the 
fault plane is well preserved. The striations on 
the fault plane indicate vertical and oblique 
movement of the fault. The striations with 
deviation angles dipping 52° NE indicate the 
existence of the oblique movement on the fault 
plane (Figure 5). The fault lying in approximately 
NW-SE direction again forms the contact in 
between the Mesozoic marbles and Quaternary 
deposits to the south of Kandilli village, on the 
fault plane in this region, on the fault plane 
which strikes N70W and dips 77°NE fault 
striations dipping 44°NE support the oblique 
movement of the fault. On the fault planes south 
of Kandilli village the fault gouge are quite 
prominent. 
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Figure 4-  Fault plane as observed by the removal of 

slope debris, south of İnönü. 

520

 
Figure 5- Fault striations showing the 

oblique offset (the geologist 
pick and the arrows are 
parallel to the striations). 

To the east of İnönü, in Middle-Upper 
Miocene deposits that form a contact with 
Mesozoic marbles, there are synthetic and 
antithetic fault lying in E-W direction parallel to 

the main fault plane. In Middle-Upper Miocene 
limestones and in the overlain claystones, 
synthetic faults that developed towards İnönü 
basin are observed. On the other hand, to the 
south and southwest of Oklubalı village, along 
the contact between Quaternary deposits 
covering the base of the İnönü basin and the 
Middle-Upper Miocene rocks, the fault can not 
be observed barely. However, the E-W trending 
drastic topographic relief difference between the 
heights in the south and the base of the basin is 
a result of the stepping fault observed in the 
alluvium fan. The E-W trending morphologic 
stepping observed to the west of İnönü is also a 
result of the movement of this fault. 

The fault situated in the Mesozoic marbles 
west of the study area displays a topographic 
difference with a vertical offset of 200 m. The 
fault planes on the N60-86W striking and 60-850 
NE dipping fault have been eroded. On the 
downthrown block of this fault two antithetic 
N78W striking faults are seen, the northern 
blocks of these two faults are uplifted about 2 m. 

When we look at the İnönü-Dodurga 
segment in general, at the back of the main 
fault-plane at the downthrown block, we see 
overstepping faults upwards, and fault planes 
with different dip angles. The directions of these 
faults that developed related to the activity of the 
İnönü-Dodurga fault are parallel to each other. 

There are also roughly parallel and NW 
trending faults in the study area (Figure 3). The 
planes of these faults which are observed 
especially in between south of Kandilli and 
Yürükyayla strike N35-50W and dips 70° NE and 
90°. The striations and notches which are barely 
visible and parallel to the strike on the fault 
planes indicate the right-lateral sense of the 
faults (Figure 6). No evidence on vertical and/or 
oblique movement of the fault was found on the 
fault planes. On the faulted surfaces approx-
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imately 2 cm-thick, bright, waxy fault gouge has 
formed due to shearing. The northern ends of 
these right-lateral strike-slip faults that extend 
subparallel to each other are terminated in the 
İnönü basin, in İnönü-Dodurga segment. To the 
north of the basin no evidence about these right-

lateral strike-slip faults are observed. In the 
study area, where the right-lateral strike-slip 
faults and the İnönü-Dodurga segment are 
intersected there are two hot water springs. 
These are situated to the east and west of İnönü 
(Figure 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 6- Fault striations developed parallel to the strike of the strike-slip fault, south of İnönü. 

 
Geomorphological and Morphotectonic 
Observations 

In vicinity of İnönü (Figure 3) there is a high 
plateau system bearing the imprints of the 
paleotectonic period. These plateaus which are 
of erosive origin have developed on a range of 
formations of Triassic to Upper Miocene age 
and possibly are of Pliocene age. To the south 
of the Kuyupınar-İnönü-Oklubalı line this erosive 
surface has been uplifted, however, it is situated 
at rather lower levels to the southwestern and 
northern sections of the study area. It abruptly 
terminates at Kuyupınar-Oklubalı line. To the 

north of this line there is a Quaternary 
depocenter lying parallel to the line. Especially 
southern border of this E-W trending 
depositional basin is fault-controlled.  E-W 
running Sarısu stream cuts the İnönü basin 
which is situated at north of the fault. Besides, 
the southern tributaries of the Sarısu stream 
which drains and runs perpendicular to the fault 
joins to the E-W running main stream. The 
valleys which are formed by the tributaries are 
young and younging heads at the downthrown 
block are very prominent. There are intensive 
mass movements at the slopes of the valleys. 
The tributaries of the Sarısu stream have 

Fault notches

Fault striations
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emplaced onto the buried meanders on the 
southern block of the İnönü-Dodurga segment. 
These valley forms have shaped related to the 
uplift of the downthrown block of the fault. Near 
Kandilli, although the drainage area is wide and 
the load of the tributary is too much where the 
slope angle decreased, the expected formation 
of the fan has not been provided.  

In the marbles cropping out at the fault 
scarps developed along the Kuyupınar-Oklubalı 
line hanging underground karstic drainage 
systems (caves) are very prominent. Here, the 
height of the hanging valleys from the base of 
the basin reaches up to 70 m (Figure 7). At the 
hanging valleys which their amount increases to 
the south of İnönü the heads of younging are 
quite apparent. 

At the northern section of the study area the 
slopes are gentle and the transition to the base 
of the basins is not as abrupt as they are in the 
south. The Pliocene aged erosional surfaces 
have been overlain by Quaternary deposits.  
Northeast of the study area has in part by 
blocking and in part by tilting towards SE been 
uplifted. 

At present, the İnönü basin that has been 
drained by Sarısu stream displays an 
asymmetric sink morphology approximately 
trending in E-W direction. In the general 
geomorphologic structure observed in the south 
of the basin southward tilting is quite prominent 
and they have most probably occurred on the 
upthrown block of the İnönü-Dodurga segment 
(Figure 3). 

 

Figure 7- Hanging valleys developed on the downthrown block of the fault 
(the arrows show the valleys). 

Geophysical data 

In this section gravity, aeromagnetic and 
resistivity data prepared for different reasons by 
General Directorate and State Hydraulic Works 
have been re-evaluated. 

Gravity contour maps have been useful in 
differentiating alluviums and younger rocks 
represented by low density from those rocks 
with high density. According to gravity contour 
maps, the İnönü basin is situated where the 
basement rocks are deepseated and the young 
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deposits are thicker. The abrupt changes 
observed to the north and south of the basin 
indicate that the basin might be bounded by 
faults. The sharp changes in the magnetic 
magnitude at the aeromagnetic contour 
anomalies observed to the north and the south 
of the basin verify the gravity data for the 
presence of the ground checked faults. 

According to five north-south trending 
resistivity profiling studies in the İnönü basin 30 
to 100 m-thick pebblestones overlie the 
basement rocks. This unit  is  covered  by  sand- 

stone, claystone, pebblestone and marls of 
varying thicknesses and successions. The total 
thickness of these units varies between 100-250 
m. The thickness of the alluvium in the plain is 
40 m (Mumcu, 1975). The resistivity data, on the 
other hand, enable us to interprete the presence 
of two east-west trending faults running in 
between Kandilli in the west and Oklubalı village 
in the east (Figure 8 a, b). Of these the northerly 
situated fault is buried. According to resistivity 
sections, the İnönü basin has the appearance of 
a graben bounded by faults in the south and in 
the north. 

a)

b)

 

Figure 8- Resistivity cross-sections acquired in the İnönü basin. a) 
Line-VII, electric structural section, b) Line-IX, electric 
structural section (Mumcu, 1975). 
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SEISMICITY 

The faults that characterize the Central 
Anatolia region have the capacity to produce 
large earthquakes at every 1000-2000 years 
and, middle and small-sized earthquakes have 
the same capacity at every 10-30 years 
(Koçyiğit, 2003). The Eskişehir fault zone is 
situated in between the North Anatolian fault 
zone (a first degree earthquake zone) and 
Aegean region. The faults that form the 
Eskişehir fault zone are mostly active and have 
the capacity of producing small to medium-sized 
earthquakes. Historical records reveal the 
Beylikahır (Eskişehir) earthquake (magnitude V) 
east of Eskişehir (39.75N – 31.10E) (Soysal et 
al., 1981) which is considered to occur as a 
result of the movement of Eskişehir fault zone 
by Koçyiğit (2003). During the instrumental 
period in the 20th century, in the area between 
Eskişehir and Bursa (39.5-40.3N and 29.0-
31.0E) 53 M≥4 earthquakes have occurred. The 
epicentral distribution of these earthquakes 
displays a disregardable seismic activity in the 
area. The largest earthquake recorded on the 
Eskişehir fault zone is February 20, 1956 
Eskişehir earthquake. The epicenter of the event 
is situated near Çukurhisar to the 10 km west of 
Eskişehir (Öcal, 1959). The focal mechanism 
solution of the earthquake indicates movement 
of a normal fault with strike-slip component 
(McKenzie, 1972). 

According to GPS measurements the rate of 
internal deformation of the Central Anatolia is 
less than 2 mm/yr (Reilinger et al., 1997). 
Altunel and Barka (1998), evaluating the 
historical and instrumental data together with 
GPS data, propose that the rate of motion along 
the Eskişehir fault zone is approximately 1-2 
mm/yr. On the other hand, Koçyiğit et al. (2003) 
reports the normal rate of movement of the 
Eskişehir fault as 0.07-0.13 mm/yr depending on 
their field observations.  

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

The neotectonic features of the İnönü-Do-
durga segment of the Eskişehir fault zone have 
been studied from geological and geomor-
phological point of view, by making use of 
geophysical data and GPS measurements. The 
data obtained from this research are con-
formable with each other and show that the fault 
lies in E-W direction to the south of the basin, on 
the other hand, west of Kandilli it is observed in 
WNW-ESE direction. Geomorphological and 
geophysical data indicate the presence of E-W 
trending antithetic faults bounding the basin in 
the north. 

Eskişehir fault zone displays fault striations 
dipping 520 and 440 NE on the fault planes. This 
data verifies that the fault is an oblique fault with 
right-lateral strike-slip component. The general 
trend of the fault is WNW, however, along the 
fault, the widening direction is NNE-SSW. 

The northern tips of the right lateral strike-slip 
parallel faults lying in NW-SE direction to the 
south of the İnönü basin are being cut by the 
İnönü-Dodurga segment which implies the latter 
is younger than the first fault set. Also, where 
these faults intersect, to the west and east of 
İnönü there are hot water springs; the spots 
where these hot waters ascend to ground 
surface are the knots of the tectonic structures 
(Altunel and Hancock, 1993). The presence of 
the springs are most possibly related to the 
activity of the İnönü-Dodurga fault.  

The presence of the fault planes at various 
dipping angles that are present to the back of 
the main fault plane as steps and the stepping 
structure observed at the hanging valleys are 
the common morphological structures observed 
on the surface of the active normal fault 
surfaces. These structures also indicate that, in 
order to form the İnönü-Dodurga scarp, the 
faults must have moved more than one time. 
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Morphotectonic observations, on the other 
hand, have revealed that the fan formed in 
Pliocene was disrupted by an E-W trending 
fault, resulting in a depositional area parallel to 
the fault. It can be said that, while the Pliocene 
erosional surface situated to the south of 
Dodurga, Darıdere, Yürükyayla and Oklubalı is 
cut by İnönü-Dodurga segment, in the above-
mentioned villages the surface has been uplifted 
in blocks. 

The young topography observed  along the 
İnönü-Dodurga segment, the stepping to the 
back of the main fault plane, hanging valleys, 
hot water springs and the earthquakes occurred 
in the instrumental period along the Eskişehir 
fault zone indicate that the fault zone is active at 
present. 

The low rate of deformation along the 
Eskişehir fault may be a reason for the wide 
recurrence interval of big earthquakes.  The 
Eskişehir fault zone is made up of successive 
segments and these segments may be activated 
in different time frames. Although there are no 
significant earthquakes along the İnönü-
Dodurga segment in historical and instrumental 
periods, when we consider to the wide 
recurrence interval and the rather significant 
magnitude of the Eskişehir (Çukurhisar) 
earthquake (M=6.4) we can say that the İnönü-
Dodurga segment has the capacity to produce 
earthquakes. 
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